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Background 
The HELCOM BSPAs database has been used for storing information related to HELCOM’s Baltic Sea Protected 
Areas. During the latest reporting round, the Contracting Parties indicated that the database and the 
associated data portal should be improved. HELCOM HABITAT 16-2014 established an intersessional Task 
Group, coordinated through the Secretariat, to take forward issues related to HELCOM MPAs* including the 
modernization of the database to accommodate for assessments of ecological coherence of MPAs, 
management plans and management effectiveness. The Task Group held its first meeting on 1 September 
2014.  
 
At HELCOM HOD 46-2014, Sweden informed that they will contribute financially to a new HELCOM MPA 
database and thus, the technical development of the database can start as soon as the content is agreed 
upon.  
 
Actions for the modernization include: 

- Revision of the database structure taking into account existing data models of equivalent databases, 
namely OSPAR Protected Areas database and Natura 2000 database, as well as data needs stemming 
from assessments of ecological coherence of MPAs, management plans and management 
effectiveness.  

- Development of new web data portal to replace the old BSPA portal. 
 

Action required 
The Meeting is invited to  

- consider the information and further define contents of the database, with the aim of starting the 
technical development of the database as soon as possible  

- advise on open issues related to database requirements 
- advise on development of term lists for the database content (Annex I) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

*former acronym: HELCOM BSPAs 
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Modernization of the database of HELCOM MPAs  

1. Introduction and current status 
The current BSPAs database consists of information that is grouped to following sections in the HELCOM 

BSPA portal (http://bspa.helcom.fi/): 

- General information 

- Selection criteria 

- Management 

- Protection status 

- Problems and threats 

- Important habitats 

- Important species 

- Important biotopes 

- Important biotope complexes 

Geographical distribution of HELCOM MPAs is currently displayed only in the HELCOM Data and Map service, 

not in the HELCOM BSPA portal.  

The information content, underlying database and data presentation web portal will be revised in the 

development of the new database. The new database will include data to cater inter alia the assessments of 

ecological coherence of MPAs, assessment of management plans and management effectiveness. 

The MPA Task Group will have a supervising role. It has been agreed that the database will be developed and 

hosted at the Secretariat.  

The timetable for the development of the database includes decisions on the content and building of the 

database which is planned for November 2014 until mid-March 2015, after which data will be migrated to 

the new database until April 2015. Next the database will be tested and data updated between May to June 

2015 and the database will be published in autumn 2015 (pending funding) where after the analysis of 

ecological coherence will be executed. 

2. Database revision and reporting of new data 
The current information already reported by Contracting Parties in previous reporting rounds will be 

migrated to the new database structure, therefore there is no need to report data which has already been 

reported in the old format. When possible this database restructuring will be done by incorporating existing 

fields already used in equivalent databases such as OSPAR protected areas and Natura 2000 databases (See 

Annex I). The aim is to harmonize the HELCOM MPA database as much as possible with these databases. In 

practice this would mean having fields with similar names and response options, in order to facilitate 

reporting to different databases. 

According to preliminary mappings of database contents, it however seems that these equivalent databases 

contain only partly the information planned to be included in the revised HELCOM MPA database, and do not 

cover all HELCOM Contracting Parties. Therefore, it is not considered feasible to extract information from 

other databases. In addition, parts of the data which is currently lacking from the database only exists on 

national level and thus need to be reported to the new HELCOM MPAs database by the Contracting Parties.  

3. New data needs stemming from analysis of ecological coherence of MPAs, management 

plans and management effectiveness 
The HELCOM 2013 Ministerial Meeting agreed “to update by 2015 the assessment of ecological coherence 
of the network of protected areas in the Baltic Sea, with an evaluation of marine areas in need of further 
protection“. The previous assessment was carried out in 2010 (BSEP 124B), and its results showed that the 

http://bspa.helcom.fi/
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network of HELCOM MPAs was not ecologically coherent. There were shortcomings regarding 
representativity, replication and connectivity of species and habitats, and the network was not adequate 
with respect to eutrophication, ship traffic intensity and fishing intensity. Only the size of the HELCOM MPAs 
was adequate. The assessment which combined the HELCOM MPA and Natura 2000 network showed the 
best results, as is to be expected as it is a combination of the two former categories. The 2010 assessment 
highlighted the need for more knowledge, for example regarding the limits for sufficient representativity. 
The previous assessment also failed to account for stepping stones, i.e. patch-like ecological corridors 
situated between two distant habitats. Stepping stones enable dispersal of species between two habitats, 
and directly improve connectivity. The assessment concluded that future studies need to be based on more 
detailed data and knowledge of thresholds for sufficient landscape and biotope representativity. 

The European Commission (EC) has launched a study to develop methods and criteria for assessing 

representativity, adequacy and ecological coherence of EU MPA networks. A consortium led by Deltares and 

with Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE), Hellenic Center of Marine Research and AZTI Tecnalia as 

participants will propose and test operational criteria for MPA assessments. The guideline document on the 

methods and criteria is expected to be finished and adopted by ECs Marine Strategy Coordination Group 

(MSCG) by the end of 2014. 

For the planned analysis of management plans and management effectiveness the database needs to contain 

sufficient data on management plans or measures, such as coverage of the management plan as a shapefile, 

information on management of sub surface areas and information on protection aims of the MPA.  

4. Problems observed in current HELCOM BSPA database 
During the latest reporting round, Contracting Parties indicated that the database and the associated data 

portal should be improved. In addition, needs have been identified to modify the database content, which 

the web portal in its current setup does not allow.  

Problem/Development need Solution 

No maps in the current portal - In corporate GIS viewer/link to map 
viewer, also possibility to overlay with 
other relevant GIS data (e.g. REDLIST) 

No good linkage to other policies - Harmonize used fields with other 
databases (see Annex I) 

- For a specific site, include a web links to 
relevant Natura 2000 and/or OSPAR data 
sheet 

Web portal is not able to handle multiple Natura 
2000 site codes for  one BSPA 

- Include possibility of multiple Natura 2000 
site codes. 

Two ID columns: ID and BSPA_ID which for 
majority of sites are identical  

- Removing BSPA ID column and use only 
one ID in referencing to sites 

 

5. New HELCOM MPAs web portal 
The current BSPA web portal only displays textual information which can be searched by different criteria. In 

the new HELCOM MPA web portal, the aim is to include usable functionalities of the existing system and 

incorporate dynamic map viewers to display borders of MPAs as well as overlay other relevant datasets (e.g. 

pressure related datasets) with MPAs.   

The old web portal application was developed by a contractor and relies on MS Access database with 

customized web pages for searches and logins. The aim of the update is to migrate the database to a database 

management system where customized forms and web page layouts can be created. Further customization 

is required for the incorporation of GIS data to the system, which could be carried out by making use of 
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ArcGIS Server and embedded customized map viewers based on the same technology used in HELCOM Map 

and Data service.  

6. Preliminary timeline 
The preliminary timeline shows the estimated work progress reflected in full man months. 

November 2014 – mid-March 2014 Database structure: deciding on the content and building the 

database 

Mid-March – April 2015   Migration of data into the new database 

May – June 2015   Database testing and updating data 

The data needs for the analysis of ecological coherence will be mapped simultaneously with the database 

development. The analysis of ecological coherence will be executed after the database is published, in 

autumn 2015, given that funding is granted. 

7. Information provided in the MPA TG process: 
This section includes the preliminary information requirements for the new database, a proposed solution 

to provide the information to the database and open questions, which are pending guidance from the 

Contracting Parties.  

What data and information should the database contain in order to fully serve the analysis of ecological 

coherent? The current open issues are highlighted in yellow. 

Requirement (data 
need) 

Proposed solution Open questions to STATE 

The size and position of 
all MPAs in the area also 
in GIS format 

 Reporting of shapefile 
by CPs (use of existing 
ones if no changes) 

 In corporate GIS 
viewer/link to map 
viewer in the data 
portal 

 

Status information on 
IUCN classification in GIS 
format (because you can 
have smaller areas with 
different IUCN status 
inside one MPA area) 

 Reporting of shapefile 
by CPs which shows 
MPA divided into IUCN 
categories 

 Is there national information available that 
could be reported? 

- The available information differs between 
CPs. 

- Sweden would prefer to report one IUCN 
category per MPA for MPAs which have the 
information available on a national level. The 
current reporting with IUCN percentages is 
found to be difficult. 

- Finland is in favour of reporting different 
IUCN categories on a map. Reporting them as 
percentages do not provide very much 
information (current situation). 

- Germany is also in favour of this, if shapefiles 
exist and can be acquired by the Secretariat. 

- The Secretariat will investigate whether 
shapefiles are available at e.g. IUCN web 
pages. 

http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/index.html
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/index.html
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Links to the best 
knowledge of all 
species/biotopes/habitat
s/ecosystems in the MPA 
area including Red List 
species, aliens species, 
and habitat forming 
species (BSAP species, 
HD and BD species as 
well as species and 
habitats used for the 
MSFD assessments and 
indicators) , also in GIS 
format 

 Map viewer to include 
also RED LIST SIS and 
BIS maps 

 Adding WORMS ID 
links to all species 

 Should species information still be reported 
by CPs using predefined lists with 
present/not present information per MPA? 

 If so, what species list to use, e.g. RED LIST of 
species? 

- Sweden was concerned that species list could 
easily expand too much if all species were to 
be incorporated, and that the workload 
would be unrealistic. The species lists should 
be considered carefully. 

- Germany was also concerned for unrealistic 
workload if including all possible species in 
the list. 

- The meeting suggested that a starting point 
would be to include species which are 
important for the MPA in question, Habitats 
and Birds Directive species, and HELCOM Red 
listed species. 

- Another option is to use the current HELCOM 
species lists as a reference and to include the 
option to choose any of the species. This 
would enable CPs to see how the species 
diversity has changed, which in turn would 
reflect whether the MPAs work in protecting 
species. 

- Finland pointed out that a link between 
species and habitats would be good, as this is 
something that the MSFD mentions relating 
to habitat conditions, and would enable 
checking the sufficient amount of habitats for 
specific species. 

- OCEANA supported the very elaborate wish 
list of including links to the best knowledge of 
each species. 

- It was seen as a good suggestion that the 
species list can be further expanded with 
informative drop down menus (as in OSPAR). 
One of the drop down menus could list the 
HELCOM Red List threat category for the 
species. 

- It was also suggested by Sweden that vast 
amount of information collected in the 
HELCOM Red List of Species assessment 
should be utilized. Perhaps the produced 
maps could be included into the database. 

The database should 
contain information 
about status of 
species/biotopes/habitat
s/ecosystems (very good 
(naturalness), good, 
satisfactory, poor, bad)  

 

 Adding a “Status” field 
per each 
species/biotopes/habit
ats/ecosystems 

 Is there national information available that 
could be reported? 

 Is a status assessment required/possible (in 
the current database only presence/absence 
data is included)? 

 Could the upcoming HELCOM Red List 
database be used? 
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- Sweden thinks that it is useful to have status 
information on species and biotopes in the 
database, but it would be good to stick to 
existing lists such as HELCOM Red Lists and 
national Red Lists (and not to add any new 
status lists such as “very good, good, 
satisfactory, poor, bad”) 

- Germany proposed adding free text fields if 
all relevant lists can’t be included. 

Information of the 
abiotic features (depth, 
bottom type, salinity etc)  

 

 Fields can be added 
based on need 

 Depth should be 
indicated as range in 
two numberic fields 
(MinDepth, MaxDepth)  

 Bottom type could be a 
list, or a bottom map 
(E.g. EuSeaMap / 
BALANCE) overlaid 
with MPA area in the 
map viewer 

 What abiotic factors to include? 

 Display information textually in lists or as GIS 
layers?  

- Germany proposed to use existing GIS maps 
such as BALANCE landscape maps, Baltic wide 
GIS data set on depths are available. 
- Finland pointed out that regarding the bottom 
type it is important to take into account the 
scale, and that in general it is important to 
decide what to use in which scale. This has to be 
decided during the database work as we gain 
information which scales work best. 
- It was pointed out that BALANCE landscape 
maps provide enough information on the bottom 
types, but that due to their rather scarce scale 
they work better on the offshore areas than bays 
and lagoons. 
- The Secretariat will look into what is the best 
data available. 
 

Threats/pressures 
(former, existing and in 
future) inside MPA and 
also threats/pressures 
outside MPA that could 
have an effect on the 
status of 
species/biotopes/habitat
s/ecosystems, in GIS 
format  

 

 Reporting of shapefile 
by CPs which shows 
relevant pressures 

 Which pressures to include? 

 Is there national information available that 
could be reported? 

- Germany stated that they do not have GIS 
information available for threats and 
pressures and asked why this information is 
needed in GIS format? 

- In the upcoming HOLAS II project there will 
be an effort to provide GIS information on 
pressures, perhaps this could be used? 

- It was also suggested to use lists on MSFD 
pressures  

- Finland pointed out that it is important to be 
aware of that when we talk about pressures 
we are actually talking about analysis of 
potential pressures. The pressures are not 
known for sure and proxies are used. Finland 
has access to GIS layers on human activities, 
which could be used as reference for 
potential pressures. 

- It was agreed that the Secretariat would 
explore what can be used of the existing 
pressure information. Suggestions mentioned 
during the meeting were: 
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 List of pressures and threats under 
Article 17 reporting in the Habitats 
Directive. There’s perhaps a similar list 
under Birds Directive (proposed by 
Sweden, supported by Germany). 

 the HELCOM Red List project lists. In 
these the Habitats Directive list was 
taken into account when making the 
final lists for habitats and species, even 
though the final list was shorter and 
simpler. 

- It was pointed out that it is important to use 
the same terminology between different 
areas. 

As background 
information we should 
know the distribution 
and abundance of 
species/biotopes/habitat
s/ecosystems in the 
Baltic Sea so we can use 
right indicator 
species/habitats when 
doing an assessment (in 
previous assessments 
species have been used 
which do not occur in 
some parts of the Baltic 
Sea, without taking this 
into account).  

 

 Map viewer to include 
also RED LIST SIS and 
BIS maps 

 

 

 

What data and information should the database contain in order to fully serve the assessment of 

management plans and their effectiveness? 

Requirement (data need) Proposed solution Open questions to STATE 

Information on when the 
plan has been completed 
and in force 

 Add field: Management 
plan in force date 

 

Information on when the 
plan will be revised or 
checked 

 Add field: Revision date  Is a field “Checked date” also required?  
- There might be national differences in the 

extent of the revision time for a 
management plan, but this field should be 
included in the database nevertheless. If 
not all countries have the information in 
their management plans it will not be 
compulsory to report this. 

- An additional field was suggested which 
would include the number of times the 
management plan has been revised. 
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Information on whether 
there is a monitoring 
program to see the 
progress of the 
effectiveness of protection 
measures and whether it is 
possible to change the 
plan in whole /partially if 
the plan is not effective 
enough? 

 Suggestion to use similar 
lists than OSPAR 

 

 Is the OSPAR fields sufficient? (See Annex 
1) 

- Finland pointed out that monitoring is 
mentioned in the new MPA 
Recommendation so monitoring should 
also be reported in the database, but the 
field could be optional. 

- It was agreed that the field will be 
included, but more work is needed to 
specify what kind of list options would be 
suitable for HELCOM MPAs.  

The main goals and 
objectives for protection 

 Use existing selection 
criteria or harmonize 
with OSPAR 

 Is the current section 2 (Selection criteria, 
see Annex 1) in the current database 
applicable? Should the list be updated 
with fixed pressure groups? 

- Sweden pointed out that this list should 
be harmonised with the selection list of 
Habitats Directive 

- Germany pointed out that the reasons for 
selection criteria between OSPAR and 
HELCOM are largely the same but differ 
from those related to the HABITATs 
directive. 

- It was suggested that the HELCOM 
selection criteria would be used, with 
additions from selection criteria from 
Habitats and Birds Directive. 

- The suggestion was supported by the 
meeting. 

Does the management 
plan or measure cover the 
whole area and if not, 
reasons why some areas 
are not in the plan (also 
GIS information on these 
area boundaries) 

 Reporting of shapefile by 
CPs (use of existing ones 
if only one management 
plan) 

 In corporate GIS 
viewer/link to map 
viewer in the data portal 

 Is there national information available 
that could be reported? 

- Finland and Estonia have MPAs which 
include many management plans for 
smaller areas inside the MPA, there is a 
need to be able to report all management 
plans in the database. GIS shapefiles do 
not exist yet for the subareas, but there is 
a need to include this reporting option in 
the database for future reporting.  

The species and habitats 
information  

 Map viewer to include 
also RED LIST SIS and BIS 
maps 
 

 

List and also provide in GIS 
format what kind of 
actions are 

- permitted and 
where in the area 

- restricted and 
where in the area 

- need permission 
and where in the 
area 

 There are 3 options:  
1. Use current information 

in section Management 
(Area activities 
information), See Annex 
1  

2. Harmonise with OSPAR 
(no GIS information) 

3. Supplement current 
information with  

 Which option is preferred? 

 Is there national information available 
Use lists as the basic information fields 
and give option to provide GIS-based 
information if available 
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- forbidden and 
where in the area 

shapefiles  requires 
reporting of shapefiles 

Threats and pressures in 
the area and adjacent 
areas   

 Add field: Adjacent 
threats and pressures: 
[List] 

 (Which list of threats and pressures to 
use? See prev. notes) 

 How to define “adjacent”? 
- Finland stated that this depends on the 

pressures and threats and that we need to 
look at them one by one 

- This issue still needs further work. 

Whether there are any 
measures to forbid or 
mitigate these 
threats/pressures 
 
Suggestion to improve the 
question on the wishlist: is 
the measure 
implemented? 

 Use existing  fields under 
“Area activites 
information” or 
harmonize with OSPAR 

 Is the current section 3 (Mangement, see 
Annex 1) in the current database 
applicable? Should the list be updated 
with fixed pressure groups and harmonize 
with OSPAR? 

- The wish list question was seen as unclear 
and in need of further definition. 

- Finland suggested that for clarification we 
should use the term “Human activities” 
rather than “pressures”, as the human 
activities might not be pressures yet. 

- Finland further stated that if needed GIS 
information can be provided on all these 
measures in the future. Finland sees the 
added value in having all this information 
in GIS layers, but before this can be 
achieved more work is needed. 

- Finland further suggested that as new 
management plans are done this 
information could be collected at the 
same time. 

- Germany pointed out that the order of the 
fields should be more logical than 
presented in this table. The meeting was 
informed that this will be taken into 
account when planning the structure of 
the database, right now this table only 
depicts the content, not the structure. 

- Latvia pointed out that it is important to 
separate between regulations and 
measures, with measures being the 
activity affecting the MPA. 

- It was agreed that the MPA TG would 
work further on this issue. 

Description of the 
stakeholder cooperation 
and use of local 
knowledge. 

 Adding a field 
“Stakeholder groups” 
[List] and “Type of 
cooperation” [List] 

- The meeting discussed the stakeholder 
cooperation in the MPAs and concluded 
that in most cases stakeholder 
involvement is only relevant when 
producing the Management Plans. It is 
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documented in the management plans, 
which are most often in the national 
languages. 

- Sweden stated that best practice 
examples are good to have, but this field is 
not to be prioritized, this information is 
essential to have only when you are 
preparing a management plan or an MPA. 

- Germany clarified that stakeholder 
cooperation is mostly important for legal 
provisions related to new nationally 
protected areas. 

- The Secretariat pointed out that 
information on stakeholder involvement is 
also interesting for laymen not involved in 
management processes. 

  



 
 

 
 

Annex I. Existing and proposed information content of first four sections of the HELCOM MPAs database (to be developed further) 
Note that this table displays suggestions for content of the new HELCOM MPA database, but not the structure. The sections might still be regrouped in a different order. The 

current open issues are highlighted in yellow. 

Section 1: General information 

Current database fields Proposal in revised HELCOM 
MPA database 

OSPAR database equivalent field Natura2000 database 
equivalent field  

Field name: Data type: 
List of options 

Example Field name: Data type: [List of options] Field name: Data type: [List of options] Field name: Data type: [List of options] 

Id: Number 147 ID: Number WDPAID: Number: (See WDPA) - 

Area code: Text H-NN-xxxxxxx Suggestion: to be removed 

Input requested from STATE 

This section was agreed to be 

removed. 

- - 

BSPA id: Number 147 Suggestion: to be removed. 
Is other external Ids/links needed 
(e.g. WDPA ID?, RAMSAR?) 
Input requested from STATE 
This section was agreed to be 
removed. 

- - 

N2K site code: Text FI1100201 N2K site code(s): URL Link(s) to N2K 
Standard data form (e.g. FI1100201) if 
applicable 

N2K site code: Text Standard data form content 

- - OSPAR Area: URL Link(s) to OSPAR 
standard data form (e.g. ), if applicable 

MPA datasheet content - 

Compilation date: 
Date 

9/19/05 Date of establishment: Date 
YYYY/MM/DD 

- First compilation Date: Date: YYYY-
MM 

  Date of information update: Date 
YYYY/MM/DD 

Status year: Date: YYYY Update Date: Date: YYYY-MM 

HELCOM MPA name: 
Text 

Hailuoto pohjoisranta/ 

Hailuoto north shore 

Name: Free text Original name: Free text Site name: Free text 

Contracting Party: Text Finland Contracting party: List:  
[List of CPs] 

Country: List: List of OSPAR CPs Country: List: List of MS 

Organisation name: 
Text 

Metsähallitus, Pohjanmaan 
luontopalvelut 

Organization name: Free text (in 
English) 

Management authority name: Free text - 

http://www.iucn.org/about/work/programmes/gpap_home/gpap_biodiversity/gpap_wdpa/
http://natura2000.eea.europa.eu/Natura2000/SDF.aspx?site=FI1100201


 

 
 

Contact information: 
Text 

Vernissakatu 4, 01301 Vantaa 
(P.O.BOX 94) 

Contact information: Free text - - 

Web site link: URL www.metsa.fi Web site link: URL Management authority web site: URL - 

Latitude: Number 65.07376 Map view: URL to a map service that 
zooms in to the protected area, 
including table with numeric area 
information and shapefile download 
functionality. This map view could 
contain also information of species 
distribution, e.g. RED LIST SIS and BIS 
distribution maps 

- Latitude: Number 

Longitude: Number 24.716359 - Longitude: Number 

Area total size: 
Number 

3671.0 Marine area declared (km2): Number  Area [ha]: Number 

Area marine size: 
Number 

2310.0 Calculated marine area (km2): Number Marine area [%]: Number 

Coastline length: 
Number 
 
 

52157.0 - - 

MPA status: List: 
Designated, Managed, 
Proposed 

Designated Status: List:  
[Designated, Managed] 

Status: List: 
[Designated,…] 

- 

Location status: List: 
[TW, EEZ, Both TW & 
EEZ] 

TW Location status: List:  
[TW, EEZ, Both TW & EEZ] 

- - 

Marine region: Text The Baltic Sea Suggestion: To be removed - - 

Subregion: List: 
[HELCOM Subbasins] 

Bothnian Bay Subregion: List:  
[HELCOM subbasins] 

- - 

     

IUCN category: 

IUCN_Ia %: Number 
IUCN_Ib %: Number 
IUCN_II %: Number 
IUCN_III %: Number 
IUCN_IV %: Number 
IUCN_V %: Number 
IUCN_VI %: Number 

IUCN_Ia %:  
IUCN_Ib %:  
IUCN_II %:  
IUCN_III %:  
IUCN_IV %:  
IUCN_V %:  
IUCN_VI %:  

Input requested from STATE IUCN Category:  - 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

Section 2: Selection criteria 

Current database fields Proposal in revised HELCOM 
MPA database 

OSPAR database equivalent 
field 

Natura2000 database 
equivalent field  

Field name: Data type: List of 
options 

Example Field name: Data type: [List of 
options] 

  

Reason for selection: List:  

A significant decline in extent 
or quality of habitats 

A significant decline in number, 
extent or quality of species 

Area with high natural 
biodiversity 

Because of biological values 
(global importance) 

Because of biological values 
(regional importance) 

Because of geological values 

Because of marine values 

Because of terrestrial values 

Ecologically significant habitats 

Important breeding area for 
species 

Important feeding area for 
species 

Important migration route and 
resting area for species 

Important reproduction area 
for species 

Keystone species 

Rarity of species/habitats 

Representative area 

Sensitivity of species/habitats 

Threatened/declining habitats 

Threatened/declining species 
 

Area with high natural biodiversity 
Because of biological values (global 
importance) 
Because of biological values (regional 
importance) 
Because of geological values 
Because of terrestrial values 
Ecologically significant habitats 
Important breeding area for species 
Important migration route and resting 
area for species 
Rarity of species/habitats 
Representative area 
Sensitivity of species/habitats 
Threatened/declining habitats 
Threatened/declining species 

Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 
 

Official objectives/aims: List  
[Data not available; Data not 
reported; None; To maintain 
conserve restore biodiversity, 
natural heritage of habitats, species, 
landscapes, under protection 
status; To maintain conserve 
restore biodiversity, natural 
heritage of habitats, species, 
landscapes, out of protection 
status; To maintain key ecological 
functions (spawning areas, nursery, 
feeding zone, rest areas, 
productivity areas etc); To protect, 
preserve and restore cultural 
heritage; To promote sustainable 
management / development of 
socio-economic activities; To 
manager natural resources 
exploitation; To improve 
governance on the MPA territory; 
To improve water quality; To 
educate on environmental issues 
and improve public awareness; To 
foster scientific research, Ro create 
socio economic added values, Other 
(specify)] 
OSPAR Criteria for decision: 
Ecological functionalities 
represented: List:  

Other site characteristics: Free 
text (in national language) 



 

 
 

Estimated level of importance of 
the 'biodiversity' criterion: List: 
[High, Medium, Low/not significant] 
Estimated level of importance of 
the 'representativeness' criterion: 
List: [High, Medium, Low/not 
significant] 
Estimated level of importance of 
the 'sensitivity' criterion: List: 
[High, Medium, Low/not significant] 
Estimated level of importance of 
the 'naturality' criterion: List: [High, 
Medium, Low/not significant] 
Estimated level of potential for 
restoration: List: [High, Medium, 
Low/not significant] 
Estimated degree of MPA 
acceptance by stakeholders: List: 
[High, Medium, Low/not significant] 
Estimated level of success of 
management measures taken: List: 
[High, Medium, Low/not significant] 
Estimated level of potential 
damage to the site by human 
activities in the short term: List: 
[High, Medium, Low/not significant] 
Estimated level of site significance 
for scientific research and 
monitoring: List: [High, Medium, 
Low/not significant] 
 

Stakeholder involvement in 
selection: Free text 

Hailuoto muncipality, Hailuoto game 
association, Centre for Economic 
Development… 

Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

- - 



 

 
 

Characteristics of exceptional 
features for area: Free text 

The area is a part of the Bothnian Bay 
land uplift coast with a primary 
succession series of dunes… 

Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

- - 

Other criteria for selection: Free 
text 

 Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

- - 

 

Section 3: Management 

Current database fields Proposal in revised HELCOM 
MPA database 

OSPAR database equivalent 
field 

Natura2000 database 
equivalent field  

Field name: Data type: List of 
options 

Example Field name: Data type: [List of 
options] 

  

Management plan information    

Status: List:  
[Exists, In force/ implemented, In 
preparation,  
No management plan] 

In preparation Status: List:  
[Implemented, In preparation, No 
management plan] 
Requirement from MPA TG 

Management plan status: List:  
[Not reported, Nonexistent, In 
development, Is implemented, Is 
not implemented due to lack of 
means, Is not implemented due to 
its non-compulsory nature, 
Information not available] 

Management plan: List 
[Yes, No but in preparation, No] 

  Management plan in force date: 
Date: DD/MM/YYYY 
Requirement from MPA TG 

Date when current management 
plan was implemented: Date: YYYY 
Date of the first management plan 
implementation: Date: YYYY 

 

Coverage:  Marine and terrestrial areas Map view: URL to a map service 
that zooms in to the protected 
area, including table with numeric 
area information and shapefile 
download functionality 

Map view Map view 



 

 
 

Renewal: List: 
[No data entry, Within certain 
periods, When necessary] 

When necessary Suggestion to use similar lists 
than OSPAR (see next column) 

Official duration of management 
plan implementation (years): 
Number 
Duration of management plan 
version since the official 
designation of the MPA: Number 
Number of management plan 
versions since the official 
designation of the MPA: Number 

 

  Revision date: Date: 
DD/MM/YYYY 
Requirement from MPA TG 

  

Link in web: URL Link Link: URL link to management 
plan (in English if available) 

- Management plan link: URL 

Contents of management plan: 
List:  

Administration 

Analysis of existing and potential threats 

Assessment of human/financial resources 
needed (business/budget plan) 

Boundaries 

Conservation status 

Description of biological features 

Description of cultural features 

Description of management tactics 

Description of physical features 

Description of the uses of the area 

Enforcement 

Executive Summary 

Existing gaps of knowledge 

Existing legal and management framework 

Implementation timetable 

Introduction 

List of stakeholders and plans of co-
operation 

Natural resources management plan 

Administration 
Analysis of existing and potential 
threats 
Boundaries 
Conservation status 
Description of biological features 
Description of physical features 
Existing legal and management 
framework 
Regional setting (location, size, access) 

Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

- Management plan description: 
Free text (in national language) 

http://www.metsa.fi/sivustot/metsa/fi/Luonnonsuojelu/Hoidonjakaytonsuunnittelusuojelualueilla/Hailuoto/Documents/hailuoto_hks_luonnos.pdf


 

 
 

New regulations required to implement 
the plan 

Plans for education and public awareness 

Plans for monitoring the effectiveness of 
the management 

Plans for monitoring the human activities 

Plans for research and monitoring the 
biological/ecological status 

References and information sources 

Regional setting (location, size, access) 

Regulations 

Social, cultural and resource studies plan 

Statement of goals and objectives 

Statement of the life-span of the plan and 
future revision 

Statement on the adaptability of the plan 

Zoning plan 
 

Area activities information    

Need permission: List (Fixed list 
of activities used in all 3 fields): 

Aquaculture/mariculture 

Buildings (terrestrial) 

Cables and pipelines 

Constructions (marine) 

Dredging 

Dumping 

Extraction of resources 

Fishing 

Harvesting 

Hunting 

Installation of wind-farms 

Land based activities 

Military activities 

Research 

Shipping and navigation 

Tourism and recreation 

Aquaculture/mariculture 
Cables and pipelines 
Constructions (marine) 
Dredging 
Dumping 
Extraction of resources 
Installation of wind-farms 

Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

Requirement from MPA TG 

Human uses and activities carried 
out subject to regulations 

- 



 

 
 

Traffic infrastructure 

 
 

Forbidden: List: See above “Need 
permission” 

 Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

Requirement from MPA TG 

 - 

Restricted: List: See above “Need 
permission” 

 Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

Requirement from MPA TG 

 - 

  Monitoring: Suggestion to use 
similar lists than OSPAR 

Type of monitoring programs 
implemented: List:  
[Regular monitoring program 
implemented (planned and 
repetitive), Occasional monitoring 
program implemented (depending 
on opportunities, variable in time),  
No monitoring program, Data not 
reported (default value or I do not 
wish to give this information),  Data 
not available, I do not know the 
answer] 
Entity responsible for monitoring: 
List: [MPA management authority;  
Other structure;  Scientists, 
universities in partnership with the 
management structure; Scientists, 
universities independently from the 
management structure; Association 
in partnership with the 

- 



 

 
 

management structure; Association 
independently from the 
management structure; Public or 
parapublic organisation in 
partnership with the management 
structure; Public or parapublic 
organisation independently from 
the management structure;  
Professional organisation in 
partnership with the management 
structure; Professional organisation 
independently from the 
management structure; Data not 
reported (default value); Data not 
available: I do not know the answer; 
No organisation] 

Management plan information    

Management plan information: 
Free text 

There will be management plans in the 
coming years: Heaths and low-growing 
coastal meadows have been actively 
managed… 

Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

- Management plan description: 
Free text (in national language) 

 

Section 4: Protection status 
Current database fields Proposal in revised HELCOM 

MPA database 
OSPAR database equivalent field Natura2000 database 

equivalent field  
Field name: Data type: 
List of options 

Example Field name: Data type: [List of options] Field name: Data type: [List of options] Field name: Data type: [List of options] 

National legal protection 
National Legal 

Protection 

National park %: 

Number 

National Legal Protection 

National park %:  

Nature reserve %:  

Protected seascape %:  

Nature park %:  

Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

- - 



 

 
 

Nature reserve %: 

Number 

Protected seascape %: 

Number 

Nature park %: 

Number 

Managed nature 

reserve %: Number 

Strict nature reserve 

%: Number 

Scientific reserve %: 

Number 

Special nature 

protected area %: 

Number 

Natural monument %: 

Number 

Landscape reserve %: 

Number 

Game reserve %: 

Number 

Wildlife reserve 

%:Number 

Landscape reserve %: 

Number 

Landscape reserve %: 

Number 

Game reserve %: 

Number 

Wildlife reserve %: 

Number 

Regional park %: 

Number 

Biosphere reserve %: 

Number 

Managed nature reserve %:  

Strict nature reserve %:  

Scientific reserve %:  

Special nature protected area 

%:  

Natural monument %:  

Landscape reserve %:  

Game reserve %:  

Wildlife reserve %: 

Landscape reserve %:  

Landscape reserve %:  

Game reserve %:  

Wildlife reserve %:  

Regional park %:  

Biosphere reserve %:  

Wildlife sanctuary %:  

Temporary protected areas 

%:  

Seal sanctuary %:  

Nature conservation areas on 

private land %: 66 

Rapid protection %:  

Other national protection %:  

No national protection %:  



 

 
 

Wildlife sanctuary %: 

Number 

Temporary protected 

areas %: Number 

Seal sanctuary %: 

Number 

Nature conservation 

areas on private land 

%: Number 

Rapid protection %: 

Number 

Other national 

protection %: Number 

No national protection 

%: Number 

International legal protection 
Natura 2000 habitats 
directive %: Number 
Natura 2000 birds 
directive %: %: 
Number 
Ramsar sites %: 
Number 
Other international 
legal protection status 
%: Number 
No international legal 
protection status %: 
Number 

Natura 2000 habitats 
directive %: 33 
Natura 2000 birds directive 
%: %: 33 
Ramsar sites %: 33 
 

Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

- - 

Additional protection 
Emerald network %: 
Number 
Important bird areas 
%: Number 
OSPAR MPA %: 
Number 

 Input requested from STATE 
Whether to: 

o Delete 
o Modify 
o Keep as it is  

 

- - 



 

 
 

Other additional 
protection %: Number 
No additional 
protection %: Number 

IUCN Category 

IUCN category: 
IUCN_Ia %: Number 
IUCN_Ib %: Number 
IUCN_II %: Number 
IUCN_III %: Number 
IUCN_IV %: Number 
IUCN_V %: Number 
IUCN_VI %: Number 

IUCN_Ia %:  
IUCN_Ib %:  
IUCN_II %:  
IUCN_III %:  
IUCN_IV %:  
IUCN_V %:  
IUCN_VI %:  

Suggestion:  
- Current list used  
OR   
- Shapefile  upload 

(Proposition from Finland) 
Input requested from STATE 

IUCN Category  - 

 


